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Fall has arrived and we have been busy painting
our Color Book. Now
that they are all
complete we took
them home and hope
to have just as much
fun reading them to
our families as we did at
Circle time. To celebrate fall we made marble paintings, cute
toilet paper roll owls, and even made some mini pumpkin pies. We
enjoyed cutting open our class pumpkin and
scooping out all the
seeds. We cooked the
seeds and enjoyed a
little treat. We all
loved reading “Go
Away Big Green
Monster.” We made our very own green Monster and even made a Green Monster cake, my favorite. We ended the month by painting black cats and creating fall place
mats.
Miss Susan

Miss Gina’s Class News
Happy October!
Miss Gina’s class has been busy
counting, painting, and decorating
pumpkins and leaves for our Fall
theme.
For our zoo theme, we made
monkeys, zebras lions and even our very
own zoo. Watch out for the roaring lions!
We worked on
our fine motor
using a variety of fall items.
We are learning to identify and
count to ‘2’ using various materials.
We have been learning the letters “d”, “e” and “f”. Every day
we look around the room to see where
these letters are hiding.
We had a birthday this month! It was
fun celebrating Reina’s 3rd birthday with
Miss Susan’s class.

Three-year-old Class News
We have been extra busy this month. To
finish up our 5 Senses unit we made
kaleidoscopes and blinded folded drawings
for sight week,
pumpkin muffins
and tasted salty,
sweet, sour, and
savory for taste week, and
made play dough and slime for touch
week.
Along the way we learned all about fall
and the changes that happen to all the
leaves on the trees. We went on our
first field trip to Tanaka Farms Pumpkin
Patch and each of us picked out our very
own pumpkin. In class we cut open a
pumpkin and were amazed at we found
inside...so many seeds!
We made two books
this month; Scarecrow
counting book and Tape is Sticky! We are
also very close to finishing our Number
Book, we only have number 20 left to do.
Miss Vanessa, Miss Kristiana & Miss
Brooke

Pre-Kindergarten News
October was all about pumpkins!
We went pumpkin bowling, visited
Tanaka Farms and even made
pumpkin pancakes.
In math we worked on sorting by
color, shape and size, and how to
graph. We also learned how to write
numbers 1,2, and 3. In handwriting,
we finished up our
frog jump letters and have now
started our corner starter letters. Check out our letters H and K!
We have several reader rabbits that
have passed the 200 mark on our
reading
wall.
We also have five students who have
passed the second set of high frequency words (that’s 50 words!) and
are now taking home a reading
book and backpack every night.
Keep practicing your high frequency words
and keep reading every day!
Thank you,
Ms. April, Ms. Brooke, and Ms. Kat

